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Photographers Without Borders

We're now in the middle of our club year.  We've had some great,
motivating programs and several competitions.  One thing that I
noticed was that some members do not put borders on their images or
the borders are much bigger than need be.  The lack of a boarder can
cause the image to bleed into the background so the viewer doesn't
know where the picture ends.  An overly large border can become a
distraction, which caused them to lose points.  
In this column I would like to tell you an easy way to put borders on
your images.  All steps are in PhotoShop.

1- Resize your image to the final size.  Do not put a border on first and
then reduce the size.
2 - From Select menu select ALL.
3 - From the Edit menu select Stroke.
At this point it's easier if you have the foreground color set to white.
4 - In the Stroke menu:
           Type 2 px in the width box.
           Make sure the color is white
           Location - Inside
           Blending should be Normal
           Opacity should be 100%
5- Click OK and you have a fine, thin stroke border.

You could select other colors for the border but my preference is for
white.  This can also be done in Lightroom and some other programs
but it is a more cumbersome process and usually results in a thicker
border.

Have fun and enjoy.

From MY VIEWfinder

a message from our president

Harvey
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Our December field trip will take us back to Winter Wonderland at Kensico
Dam on Saturday December 10.  It includes the Candy Cane Lane, Dancing

Trees, rides, an ice skating rink, and for the first time the Hanneford Circus.
 For more information you can Google Kensico Dam and click on Events.

We will meet at the beginning of the ticket line at 5:00.  If that area is
crowded, pay $15 admission, go in and start shooting.  We will all eventually

find each other.

Parking is free.  Kensico Dam is accessible by public transportation.  Take
Metro North to Valhalla.  It is no more than a 1/2 mile walk from the station.

 Alternately, there are taxis.

Looking forward to seeing you there if you have any questions or need to
email me, please click the link below.

Elaine

next field trip - sat 10 dec

elaine_kirchen@live.com



BPS digital competition 2016-2017

Scores Judge: Dennis Thornton
competition #4
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IOM - Anastasia Tompkins
water tower pei

hM - joe dionisio
twizlers

HM - anastasia tompkins
strolling mykonos
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iom- george hansen
Tutquoise mermaid



BPS digital competition 2016-2017
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digital competition 2016-2017
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IOM - gloria abraham

yellow
hM - annette collazo-comito

the bench

IOM -ray green
manor park

hM - over the watch tower
paula pillone



digital competition 2016-2017

iom - annette collazo-comito
that chair

hm - harvey augenbraun
tiber 

iom - elaine kirchen
oculus

hm - bob feldman
3 stages
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digital competition 2016-2017
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Please join us after the program in the
teachers lounge for some holiday cheer!

It will be our annual POT LUCK LUNCH.
Please bring a main dish that
serves 8 - 10. The Board will
supply drinks and dessert.

It's always a fun day and nice to
ring in the holidays together.

Todays program will feature a fun event
where members can share something

photographically fun on the topic of their
choice. We like to call them "short shorts".

If you are interested in participating, please
bring in a 5-7 minute presentation
incorporating some of your images.

You can either bring in a thumb drive with
a power point or slide show attached

or bring physical images... It's your choice.

show us your short shorts!

tis the season, folks!

Holiday Party - Sat 17 December



SPOTLIGHT ON 

George Hansen
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A        Half-Century+ of Portrait Pix

I’m a relative newbie here at the Club yet no stranger to photography,
I’d like to say up front that in all my years of making photographs I’ve
never sold a photo or taken a fee, nor do I take commissions. Old
fool? Old, yes, fool - maybe.

“Go, entertain yourself!” said my Dad as he handed me his old late
1920s Kodak 1a Autographic Junior camera. It was kinda big and
clunky for a nine-year old to schlep, yet I managed it, a medium
format fold-up camera with a pull-out bellows and a lens with two
focusing positions, near and far. 

Dad taught me how to load the paper-backed 116 roll film, a whole
twelve shots per roll, and take a picture. I would snap photos here
and there and Dad would take the exposed rolls to The Camera
Hobby Shop, a our local camera store to have the roll developed and
printed. I still own that camera with it’s “genuine” faux leatherette
skin, now long-since disintegrated to its bare metal bones. It now sits
“nekked” shivering somewhere in the back of my mini-storage unit. 



It wasn’t until Christmas Nineteen-Fifty-something when I got my very own
kid-sized Kodak Brownie. In June of 1958 I went with my Dad and baby
sister Trish, and took a bunch of photos in the local park. These were my
first portraits, sorta. 

That night with family members banging on the bathroom door I developed
my first roll of film and then later contact-printed a couple of photos. Sitting
in my Mum’s china soup dishes I used as developing trays, pure magic
happened before my eyes as images began to appear on the blank paper.
I was beyond ecstatic and wanted everyone to see. I ripped open the
bathroom door and ran into the living room, developer dripping on Mum’s
carpet, and watched in horror as my creation turned black in the living-
room light. Hey, what the hell did I know about the properties of developing
solution on light sensitive paper? I was fourteen!  

Since then Photography became an integral part of my life. The photos at
that time were just snaps “for the record,” and the family album. I never
gave a second thought about going beyond that. 

In high school picture-taking sorta cooled as making 8mm home movies
took over. Photography for me and didn’t reawaken until I got my butt
drafted into the Army. From then on cameras came with me everywhere: to
Viȇt-Nam where I was a Combat Engineer with the Corps of Engineers,
then to RCA Institute (under the GI Bill), and throughout my adult career as
an Audio Recording Engineer, and later as a Recording Studio/Operations
Manager. 

It was during this latter time I was fortunate beyond fortunate to have
worked with many of the greatest talents in the worlds of Art, Broadcast
News, Theatre and Film, Politics (isn’t it all performance art anyway?).
Also, I worked and photographed some of the greatest co-workers ever,
truly. 
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It was at the studio where I began shooting “personality” snaps for our
studios’ “Wall of Shame” (a play on “Wall of Fame”), a gallery
displaying snaps of the special folks who came to record with us at the
studio. It was where I learned that, “Less really is more,” where
expensive fancy equipment was ultimately far less important than your
eye, and the comfort and relationship with your sitter. I went from using
professional studio lighting at first to later employing only simplistic and
gentle 19th Century studio-style window light. 

In 2008 I rediscovered those aging images I had made in the Fifties just
hangin’ out in an old album. They were now deteriorating and chemical
stained. Around the same time I discovered something I never knew
about myself. All those years ago I had had an innate sense for
composition. This gift played out unconsciously over decades and I had
made some really decent images.

The stains on those images were not unlike the age spots I saw
beginning to appear on my own body. These fifty something year-old
images inspired me to create my first self-published book, “SnapShots,”
a collection of images acknowledging my half-century of image-making
— OMG! Half a century!

I revisited SnapShots recently and was amazed and horrified at how my
artistic taste and sensibility had changed. Neither good nor bad, just
changed, and yes, I did find many of those “gems” were “just so crappy
… and boring!”   

Here follows is an excerpt from the portrait section of “SnapShots”:
 They are, for the most part, classically inspired and old fashioned, just
like me.
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http://www.mmphototours.com/
http://www.blackrapid.com/
http://tiffen.com/
https://www.huntsphotoandvideo.com/
http://clikelite.com/

